Per gli esami a Settembre:

L’ esame prevede:
- una **parte scritta** con esercizi modello FCE;
- una **parte orale** che include tutti gli argomenti (non solo letteratura, ma anche current affairs - essays - podcast).

I contenuti (fiction - current affairs - essays - podcast) sono disponibili presso il sito: [http://digilander.libero.it/klasse4/](http://digilander.libero.it/klasse4/)

Malcom Mann, Steve Taylore-Knowles «Laser B2» edizione Macmillan:
Da **Destination B2**, tutte le Unit indicate, ovvero:

- **Unit 1**: Present time: present simple, present continuous, present perfect simple, present perfect continuous, stative verbs
- **Unit 2**: Travel and transport
- **Unit 3**: Past time: would, used to/be/get used to, past simple, past continuous, past perfect simple, past perfect continuous
- **Unit 4**: Hobbies, sport and games
- **Unit 5**: Future time/present tenses in time clauses/prepositions of time and place
- **Unit 6**: Science and technology
- **Unit 7**: Articles/countable and uncountable nouns/quantifiers
- **Unit 8**: The media
- **Unit 9**: Conditionals: zero, first, second, third, mixed, inverted/unless, in case, as/so long as, provided (that)
- **Unit 11**: Comparatives and superlatives/so, such, enough, too
- **Unit 13**: Modals: ability, permission, advice, criticism, obligation and necessity, degrees of certainty
- **Unit 15**: The passive/the causative/direct and indirect objects
- **Unit 17**: -ing form or infinitive/prefer, would rather, had better/infinitives of purpose
- **Unit 19**: Questions/question tags/indirect questions
Unit 20: Weather and the environment

Unit 21: Reported speech/reported questions/reporting verbs

Unit 23: Relative clauses/participles

Unit 24: Entertainment

Unit 25: Unreal past, wishes/contrast

Unit 27: Inversions / possessives

Inoltre di Laser vanno rifatte tutte le unit, inclusi i reading, gli esercizi, la grammatica e, non ultimo, i listening.

Unit 5 «Leisure»: modals I: ability, permission, advice/criticism, obligation; questions; comparatives and superlatives;

Unit 6 «Nature»: the passive; -ing form or infinitive; prefer, would rather, had better;

Unit 7 «Sport»: modals II: degrees of certainty; preposition of time and place; indirect questions.